286	ONE THOUSAND FAMOUS THINGS
kingdoms, to which you are rightly heir, are the most excellent rules
you can govern by—which, by an admirable temperament., give very
much to subjects, industry, liberty, and happiness, and yet reserve
enough to the majesty of any king who owns his people as subjects,
not as slaves.
Never charge your head with such a crown as shall by its heaviness
oppress the whole body. Your prerogative is best shewed and exer-
cised in remitting rather than exacting the rigour of the laws, there
being nothing worse than legal tyranny.
Take heed that outward circumstances and formalities of religion
devour not all or the best encouragements of learning, industry, and
piety | but with an equal eye and impartial hand distribute favours
and rewards to all men, as you find them for their real goodness,
both in abilities and fidelity, worthy and capable of them. This will
be sure to gain you the hearts of the best, and the most, too; who,
though they be not good themselves, yet are glad to see the severer
ways of virtue sweetened by temporal rewards.
Time will dissipate all factions, when once the rough horns of
men's covetous and ambitious designs shall discover themselves,
which were at first wrapped up and hidden under the soft and smooth
pretensions of religion, reformation, and liberty. As the wolf is not
less cruel, so he will be more justly hated, when he shall appear no
better than a wolf under sheep's clothing.
But as for the train of the vulgar, who in their simplicity follow
those disguises, my charge and counsel to you is that as you study
really to exceed, in true and constant demonstrations of goodness,
piety, and virtue, even all those men that make the greatest noise and
ostentations of religion, so you shall neither fear any detection, nor
shall you frustrate the just expectations of your people.
Let no passion betray you to any study of revenge upon those
whose own sin and folly will punish them in due time.
It is all I have now left me, a power to forgive those that have
deprived me of all; and I thank God I have a heart to do it.
Be confident, as I am, that the most of all sides who have done
amiss have done so not out of malice, but misinformation or mis-
apprehension of things.
None will be more loyal and faithful to me and you than those
subjects who, sensible of their errors and our injuries, will feel in
their own souls most vehement motives to repentance, and earnest
desires to make some reparations. As your quality sets you beyond
any duel with any subject, so the nobleness of your mind must raise
you above the meditating any revenge. You will have more inward
complacency in pardoning one than in punishing a thousand*

